D A S E L E F A N T E N I N N O T -J A H R 2021
in einer veränderten Welt…
unter SARS-CoV-2
We look back on a diverse but difficult year 2021. Despite the grave outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 and travel
restrictions to India, we helped elephants where we could from our base in Switzerland. The projects are evolving
and shaping in the direction of a peaceful coexistance between humans and elephants. We are grateful to all our
donars who help us trustfully and without hesitation to build up a future for elephants. Thank you all.
Präsiden)n ELEFANTEN IN NOT
INT. BOTSCHAFTERIN ELEFANTEN IN GEFANGENSCHAFT, FIAPO, INDIEN

“Reclaiming the Freedom of Elephants - Ending Elephant Cap8vity in India
A project by Alok Hisarwala Gupta and WRRC in collabora8on with Elefanten in Not
All elephants are protected Schedule I species (the highest legal protec5on) under the Indian Wildlife Protec5on Act, 1972
(WPA). Any capture of elephants from the wild – their natural home – is illegal, unless mandated by the Chief Wildlife
Warden of the State due to mul5ple reasons like incessant crop raiding, killing humans or causing human elephant conﬂict
in rural areas. Rarely but permiIed, capture can also be done if the elephant is badly wounded and needs treatment in a
Government elephant camp. Many studies acknowledge that cap5vity is inherently cruel to elephants. The seminal Gajah
Report, published in 2010 by the Ministry of Environment and Forest, recognised that elephants are complex, sen5ent
beings and that their cap5vity, in private custody, must be phased out.
A dispropor5onate number of cap5ve elephants –as many as 1800 – remain in the hands of private individuals as their
personal property. These elephants are s5ll used for rides, weddings, begging and tradi5onal/religious ceremonies and
processions.
With the invaluable support and trust of our donors, and in close collabora5on with Wildlilfe Rescue & Rehabilita5on Center
(WRRC) and our lawyers, Elefanten in Not proposed a report to close the policy and legal gap that s5ll permits private
ownership of elephants, and within this, grave viola5ons of the elephants welfare.
First results by this report shall be expected by the end of 2022
(due to SARS-CoV-2 and domes5c travel restric5ons.)

Masterclass & Panel
discussion
by Brigitte Uttar Kornetzky
at the International
Science Film Festival ISFFI,
Kolkata

CMS VATAVARN Sabyesachi Bahrti in Conversation with Brigitte Uttar Kornetzky
https://www.facebook.com/VatavaranCMS/videos/243906804198113
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https://www.facebook.com/asomlive24/videos/913447759510065/
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https://youtu.be/_QxfJeNCawQ
My interview with journalists Tapan Saikia, about Human Elephant Conflict in Assam.

hIps://youtu.be/Lk9S7iG7M4c

Human-Elephant-Conﬂict in Assam,
a grave situa5on…
Elefanten in Not is con5nuously
working in conﬂict mi5ga5on together
with Ha5 Bondhu Fraternity on
loca5on

Some additional information on the unsafe situation for elephants in Assam, by North East Today.
State Is Placed Among One Of The Top States In Tusker Killing. While a whopping 1160 tuskers were killed in India in the
last 10 years up to December 31, 2020, Assam has contributed to the list immensely.
In the last decade as many as 129 elephants were killed of electrocution in Assam out of 741 in the entire country.
Assam stands second in elephant death by electrocution. Odisha and Karnataka are at the top with 133 elephant death
by electric shock each. Assam also stands at the top when it comes to killing of the pachyderm by train hit and
poisoning. 62 elephants were massacred by train in Assam during the last decade and 32 were killed by poisoning. In
West Bengal, number of elephants killed when hit by a moving train is 57 which is second highest in the country. Odisha
has witnesses 15 death of the revered animal by poisoning. Assam also stands at the top when it comes to killing of the
pachyderms by train hits and poisoning. 62 elephants were massacred by train in Assam during the last decade and 32
were killed by poisoning.
As far as the data from the entire country is concerned, 741 elephants were killed by electrocution, 186 by train hit, 169
by poaching and 64 by poisoning.

THE HATI BONDHU PROJECT

THE HATI BONDHU PROJECT
i. Preparation of maps of elephant corridors, foraging areas, to better understanding and,
subsequently for better management of the human-elephant conflict.
ii. Raising of sagging high powered electric lines in their migration passages, involving community
participation, which has accounted for nearly 34 cases of elephant deaths, between 2015 to 2018.
iii. Improving the quality of the shrinking elephant habitats
in areas of our activitity.
iv. Improving the immediate ‘food security’ for the wild elephants by planting a) fast-growing Napier grass,
‘Jharu’ (Broom Grass), ‘Tora’ (Galangal) and other suitable species and rice in strategic areas as a short term measure b)
indigenous trees, suitable for elephants, as a long term measure and c) other suitable species and rice in strategic
locations, to mitigate the human-elephant conflict at the time of ripening of paddy.
v. To mitigate the human-elephant conflict, particularly during ripening and harvesting of paddy.
vi. To create awareness on the issues of elephants, especially amongst school children.
vii. Adequate land has been purchased for setting up a permanent office at Baghorghati, opposite the Suwang Reserve
Forest near Chapanala, along with a training center for community-based sustainable projects, workshops for sensitizing
communities, etc. and a wildlife rescue center for rescued and injured wildlife in the area of operation.
viii. Identification of a suitable area for an Elephant Rehabilitation Centre, to provide a haven for retired elephants of
the forest department, orphaned elephant calves from the wild, neglected domestic elephants.

THE HATI BONDHU PROJECT
A training center for community-based sustainable projects

THE HATI BONDHU PROJECT
A training center for community-based sustainable projects.
The young students were educated in wildlife and elephant conservation, and how to protect
land and crops of their parents by donationg a piece of land to the elephants.

THE HATI BONDHU PROJECT
A training center for community-based sustainable projects.
The young students were educated in wildlife and elephant conserva5on, and how to protect
land and crops of their parents by dona5ng a piece of land to the elephants.

THE HATI BONDHU PROJECT

ASOM LIVE 24. AG WEB TV. Interview with Leo Saldana, Manoj Gogoi and Brigitte U Kornetzky
https://www.facebook.com/AGWebTV/videos/163038422436309/
https://youtu.be/2_4BrS0hB8E
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April 16, MASS KILL OFF 18 Elephants Assam, Tapajili District Nagaon

April 16, MASS KILL OFF 18
Elephants Assam, Tapajili
District Nagaon by ligthening

https://www.facebook.com/time8news/videos/458298678574770/

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2881617365486011
https://www.facebook.com/time8news/videos/458298678574770/
https://youtu.be/5Du6V7KH3Jo
https://www.facebook.com/mynewsne/videos/2881617365486011?locale=de_DE
https://youtu.be/Jdzf1DsR2Wg

13. Mai 2021 (the day of the incident)
The incident where 18 elephants were killed in recent days in Nagon District in the Bamuni Forest Tapatjuli is tragic and
a horrible sight.
“18 elephants killed on the spot, amongst them 14 female with 5 baby elephants and four bulls.
The cause seems to be lightening stroke, and the fact tat there are almost no trees lep for protec5on of the animals.
We have destroyed their habitat, coal and stone maﬁa claim all the rights to exploit their habitat, cut down trees, and
carve huge roads for transporta5on throughout the forest. The corridors of the elephants are blocked. And everybody
is watching this desaster.
Elephants are chased by a mob of young people who don`t know beIer to spend their 5me then to chase and annoy
innocent elephants. Elephants not only take detours, they are exposed to lightening. There are no trees lep for
protec5on, so that a lightening storm can destroy the en5re herd easily. For the persistance of the herd, losing four
male elephants is very cri5cal, not to men5on the four baby elephants. This is very painful…”
Numerous interviews followed.

TIGERLAND FILM FESTIVAL goes

O

INDIAN ELEPHANT (Elephas maximus indicus)
Brigitte Uttar Kornetzky

AUGUST
2021

Holidays: 9 Adiwasi Diwas; 15 Independence Day; 19 Moharram; 22 Rakshabandhan; 30 Janmashtami
Optional Holidays: 13 Nagpanchmi / Durgadas Rathore Jayanti; 16 Parsi New Year; 18 Youm-e-Ashura; 21 Onam;
28 Balram Jayanti
Wildlife & Environmental Days: 4 International Clouded Leopard Day, International Owl Awareness Day; 8 International
Cat Day; 10 World Lion Day; 12 World Elephant Day, World Hirola (Hunter’s Antelope) Day; 13 International Wolf Day;
14 World Lizard Day; 19 World Orangutan Day; 21 World Honeybee Day (3rd Saturday of August), International Homeless
Animals Day (3rd Saturday of August); 26 World African Wild Dog Day; 30 International Whale Shark Day
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A REFORESTATION
INITATIVE by Angel Eyes
Jaipur.

ELEFANTEN IN NOT sponsors 10.000 trees

ELEFANTEN IN NOT
sponsored 10.000 trees.
Angel Eyes Jaipur planted
8000 trees in Jaipur with
the support of Elefanten
in Not.
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ELEFANTEN IN NOT sponsors 10.000 trees

ELEFANTEN IN NOT sponsored
10.000 little saplings to grow
together with another 50.000
trees. Angel Eyes Jaipur planted
10.000 more trees in Jaipur with
the support of Elefanten in Not.

Wildlife Rescue & Rehablitation Center (WRRC) supported by
Elefanten in Not

ELEFANTEN IN NOT
supporVng our two
elephants at WRRC
Aneesha & Gowri, the
inseperable elephants.
Later in the year,
naughty Gowri has
joined the two,

Wildlife Rescue & Rehablitation Center (WRRC) supported by
Elefanten in Not

The Cattery at Help in Suffering (HIS), Jaipur, finalised and inaugurated
in Jan 2021

The Cattery in the news letter of HIS

Tales of Elephants and Beyond.
Spots and Dots on Trunks. The Elephant World Unspeakable
Foreword by Brigi-e U Kornetzky
The book will be published approx. by the end of 2022.
„From Earthworm to Elephant. An Ethical Journey through the Rainforest of our Minds“
Plenary lecture by Brigitte U Kornetzky
Colcata, 11. Jan 2021 invitation of the Department for English Language, University of Colcata.
Lecture on Critical Ecology and Elephants
National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF)
Ministry of Human Resource Development
Government of India
The book will be published by summer of 2022.
Department of English at Ramakrishna Mission Residential College (ranked 20th by the NIRF)
affiliated to the University of Calcutta, Kolkata, India
webinar on ‘Ecocriticism: Theory and Praxis, Plenary lecture at this webinar by Brigitte U Kornetzky, on January 11,
2021
This webinar seeks to address the major ecocritical concerns that inform contemporary academic discourses as well as
the issues relating to environmental activism which dwell at the level of practice. We feel compelled to decide on this
particular theme for the webinar as we feel that our ecological illiteracy and the absence of an ethical commitment to
the environment have contributed much to the plight that we have experienced in recent times.
Your journey as an eco-filmaker at this webinar. (both texts can be send upon request and after publication)
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„From Earthworm to Elephant.
An Ethical Journey through the Rainforest of our Minds“
Plenary lecture by Brigitte U Kornetzky

ELEFANTEN IN NOT dankt für die Zusammenarbeit
Ms. Suparna Ganguly, Managing Trustee, Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation Center (WRRC)
Ms. Timmie Kumar Help in Suffering (HIS)
Mr. Surendra Varma, senior scientist, University of Ecological Studies, Bangalore
AngelEyes, Jaipur, Mr. Abishek Singh, Head and Founder AngelEyes
Prof. Dr. Rajeev Basumathary, Golaghat College
Herrn Stefan Weber, ASTG, Aktionsgemeinschaft Schweizer Tierversuchsgegner
Mr. Harsh and Mr. Manoj Vardhan, Tourism & Wildlife Society of India
Adv. Alok Hisarwala Gupta, elephant specialist and legal advisor
Mr. Roon Buhyan and his father, Mr Pradip Buhyan, Hati Bondhu Fraternity, directors
Mr. Binod Dulu Bora and his wife Mrs. Meghna Majur Hazarika, Field Director and Field Programer Hati Bondhu
Also, thank you to all principals and programing directors of all the events that have pulled off online and were very
helpful to spread awareness about conservational issues and elephants.

Elefanten in Not wünscht allen ein erfolgreiches und
gesundes Jahr 2022.
Der Vorstand
Brunnadern, im Januar 2022
BrigiIe UIar Kornetzky

Maya Conoci-Haas

